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Above: work in progress, Linda Florence
Opposite: the Siobhan Davies studio

This summer three further makers join Starting
Point, the 10-year installation programme at the
dance studios of Siobhan Davies. Linda Florence,
Chris Keenan and David Gates are creating work
throughout the studios, a former school building in
Lambeth, South London.
Those coming for the dancing will perhaps be
surprised to find interventions everywhere.
What’s cutting-edge contemporary craft doing at
a location dedicated to dance? But it’s all part of
studio founder Siobhan Davies’s passion for
exploring the links and contrasts between dance
and other artforms. She’d always appreciated the
design of places and made things, she says, but
was wary of seeing them as parallel activities to
choreography. ‘But in the last three or four years,
I’ve taken the plunge, to see if I can walk through
other visual artforms and find what I consider
choreography in them,’ says Davies. ‘I enjoyed
experiencing quite traditional art and design, and
then I came across Clare Twomey, who I celebrate. She dissolves some of the boundaries that
all of us put up [around our disciplines].’
This led to the first Starting Point show last year,
featuring the group 60|40: ceramic artist Twomey,
bookbinder Tracey Rowledge and silversmith
David Clarke. Davies wants to explore the spaces

Siobhan Davies Studios is the
venue for three further
creative crafts interventions
this year, by Linda Florence,
Chris Keenan and David
Gates. Pamela Buxton is on
tiptoe with anticipation.
and differences between the artforms, and identify
the converging ideas which are, she says ‘so energising to work with’. She is also keen that dancers
and visual artists both have the courage to unpick
and re-examine things they take for granted. The
programme – last year featuring 60|40, this year
curated by them – offers opportunities for the makers to do this, as well as vital new visual input for
those using the building.
Davies will take the cross-arts approach still
further in November, when she is invitating a playwright, a composer, a poet, a film-maker, an engineer and Twomey to create work in response to
a dance she created and filmed. But for now the

focus is on Starting Point, and the response of the
three makers to the studio. It’s a rich site for inspiration: the dancers themselves, the 1898 building,
its unusual juxtaposition with the neighbouring
school (the studios are located by a playground, so
that at breaktime they’re filled with the noise of
children at play). The building has been sensitively
converted by Sarah Wigglesworth Architects, with
plenty of original features and nuances of texture
– no less than 16 shades of white paint, it’s said.
So there’s plenty to get one’s teeth into. After
60|40’s responses last year, Twomey is looking forward to seeing how the latest makers will tackle
matters. ‘There’s a sense of freedom and nuance in
the architecture. It’s a very knowing space. You
can’t be disengaged in it if you spend more than five
minutes there,’ she says.
60|40 chose Florence, Keenan and Gates as
makers who could use the project to take their
work in new directions. ‘We were looking at people
who had put a lot of time, effort and energy into
their own practices… and wanted to explore a new
avenue in their work and take a risk,’ says Clarke.
‘Siobhan Davies Studios is a working building
with a lot of human experience. That’s a very different experience for a lot of makers whose work
normally goes into glass cases or people’s houses.’
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Gates also spent time watching the way people in
the building used the staircase. ‘The staircase
works as a vertical artery. It relies heavily on these
big steel bars that hang down. There’s something
quite malleable about them. They are intriguing.’
Also inspired by the activity of those in the staircase area, he will create an installation of 100 oak
‘legs’, each one slightly different and roughly
floor–to-hip size. These will lean against the walls
in corners, and people will be encouraged to pick
them up and redistribute them around the building, or even use them in their dance work. ‘They
become furniture but in a sense evoke the human
body… I’m interested to see how they migrate
around the space,’ says Gates, who is also planning
a sound piece.
Potter Chris Keenan is also intrigued to see how
visitors will react to his piece. He is creating multiples of thrown geometric shapes – a cone, sphere
and a column – on a shelf in a specially-made, wallmounted cupboard, with colours inspired by the
building – a departure from his usual work, which
is just in two glazes. Passers-by are invited to
pick them up and reconfigure the arrangement as
they like. Each ‘mini-exhibition’ will be recorded.
‘People may make quick decisions, or may
spend half an hour tinkering. Some may not do it.

Some arrangements may stay up for two days,
some for two minutes. I don’t know. I have no
control. It’s quite exciting,’ says Keenan.
The potter was keen to participate in Starting
Point as it gave him the chance to play and explore
beyond his usual functional pottery – though he
also plans to make a group of functional vessels for
the studios for use during and after the show. The
idea for the visitor-curated shelf came after watching a dance rehearsal. ‘We sat in on a rehearsal and
saw Siobhan’s openness to others’ ideas. I wanted
to open my work back [to viewers]. Choreography
is about moving people around through space.
By offering people the chance to move the work,
everyone can be a choreographer,’ he says.
60|40’s Clarke is delighted how the three makers have responded to the challenge. ‘There are
lovely surprises in there. They’ve risen to the occasion and realised the specialness of the building
and the people in it.’ And the studios hope that
these installations will stir people’s curiosity and
encourage them to explore a building where they
can spin zoetropes, rearrange shapes, move
wooden legs, and – of course – enjoy the dancing.
‘Starting Point’ is at Siobhan Davies Studios, 85 St
George’s Road, London SE1, from 8 July – 27 August.
For details, see Crafts Guide.

CREDITS

Everyone has been researching the building,
choosing location and concept for their installation. Quite independently, all have decided on
hands-on work that encourages the viewer physically to interact with their piece – which particularly pleases Davies: ‘How brilliant is that, in a
building that’s responding to movement?’ she asks.
Florence and Gates, textile artist and furniture
maker respectively, are drawn to the glazed staircase running up the outside of the building. ‘I like
that you’re not really sure if you’re inside or outside,’ says Florence. She saw from the playground
how people pause on each landing to take their
shoes off, with no idea of what those one floor up
or down are doing in the same space. Her
response is to create a series of three zoetropes,
45 centimeters in diameter, of paper and plastic,
patterned using silk-screen printing, and hanging
down throughout the stairwell. Anyone on the
landings can turn them: as one turns, it moves the
others on the other levels. She liked their simplicity as a vehicle for patterns, and as a way to
introduce movement into her work. ‘I wanted to
show how patterns build up and change, and
show it in a simple way that’s clear. Zoetropes
are suited to being in a school – they are the sort
of things you might make in one.’
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Clockwise from above: work in progress,
Chris Keenan, ceramic; In Our Houses, detail,
David Gates, wood, paper, thread, steel, 2007-2010;
cut out design, work in progress, Linda Florence.
Opposite: One Hundred Legs, work in progress,
David Gates, wood
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